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In this note, we settle a problem of N. Biggs [4, p. 801 by showing that for each k, no distance 
regular graph non-isomorphic to the odd graph Ok can have the same parameters as Ok. A 
related charxterization of certain graphs associated with the Johnson scheme J(2& + 1, k) is 
also g&en. 
By a graph we shall mean a finite, undirected, simple graph. Let G be a graph 
with vertex set V(G) and edge set E(G). For any two vertices U, o in the same 
connected component of G, the distance d(u, U) between u and u is the length of 
a shortest path joining u and o. Then d(u, u) = 0 for all u, and d(u, U) = 1 if and 
only if u, 1) are adjacent, denoted u -v. If u E V(G), we set Q(U) ={u E V(G): 
d(u, v) = i} and n,(u) = (D,(u)l. If h(u) is constant for all u, then we just write it as 
P+. If u, u E V(G) with d( u, u) = i, then we let 
P;(u, u,=I{w E V(G): d(u, w) =j, d(u, w)= k}l. 
And if P#u, u) is constant for all u, u with d(u, V) = i, then we just write it as Pi. 
We ~~41 G a distance regular graph if {PFJi,, are constants. (This definition is 
equivalent o that of N. Biggs [3].) An associatitm scheme of class d is a pair (X., 
UU i i =o . . . . . d) of a finite set X of n points and a set of symmetric relations 4 (f 9) 
which satisfy 
(i) R. ={(x, x): x E x) is the identity relation. 
(ii) For every x, y E X, (x, y) E & for exactly one i. 
(iii) For each fixed i, j, k E (0, I, . . . , 4s 112 EX: (~3 2) E Rj, 0’3 2) E &II is 
constant (= Pk) whenever (x, y) E Ri. 
With a distance regular graph of diameter 16, we associate the association 
scheme (V(G), {&Ii =0-l . . . . . dj where (x, y) E Ri if and only if d(x, y) = i. 
Let G(n, k) be the graph of the Johnson scheme J(n, k), i.e. the vertices are all 
k-subsets of a fixed n-set, and any two vertices are adjacent if and only if their 
intersection is of size k - 1. The odd graph, okatl, is defined as the graph whose 
vertices are all k subsets of a fixed 2k + 1 set, with two vertices adjacent if and 
only if they are disjoint. Then the association scheme (X, { Ri}i =a. 1, _ . . , J, obtained 
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from Ok+l is the same as the scheme (X,{R&=0 l. ,.... k) obtained from J(2k + 1, 
k) under the reordering Rzi = I?: for i s [$kj and Rzi+* = R;-i for i s [#I. 
In this paper, we prove the following three theorems. In Theorem 1, we 
characterize the graph G(n, k) from the structure of I&(x) for all x. In Theorem 
2, we prove the uniqueness of G(2k+ 1, k), and as an easy consequence, we 
characterize Ok by its parameters. 
X%eorem 1. Let a graph G be connected and &(x, y&4 for any x, y E V(G). 
Supp se that for all x E V(G), D,(x) can be partitioned into k ciiques of size II - k, 
Cl* . . . . ~~withCi={~I,...,Xi,n-k},i=l ,..., k,suhthat{xti ,..., Qj)itiwesa 
k-clique for all j = 1, . . . , n -k and there are no other edges between two distinct 
Ci l se Then G z G(n, k) for n > 2k. And for n = 2k, either G G G(2k, k) or G is 
doubly covered by G (2k, k). 
Note, For n = 2k, G = G(2k, k) if we assume IV(G)1 = (‘,“). 
Theorem 2. Let a graph G with diameter k satisfy the following: 
Il., = k(k + l), nk-1 = (“?)(‘;), nk=k+l, 
PL = 1, &k-l = (k - 1)2 ond p’,,(x, y) ~4 for alI x, y. 
7’fxen G = G(2k + 1. k). 
Themem 3. iERt G be a distance regular graph which has the parameters of Ok. 
Then G = Ok. 
Remarks. (1) Dowling 163 proves that G(n, k) can be characterized by its 
parameters for n 2 2k2 - 2k + 5, and the author [7] has recently improved the 
bound to n >4k. 
(2) Theorem 1 was proved for k = 3 by Aigner [l]. I am informed that H. 
Enomoto also recentIy proved a similar result. 
(3) Theore:? 2 was proved for k = 3 by Aigner [2]. The present proof is a 
.Teneralization of Aigner’s proof. 
2. Proof of Theorem 1 
Lemma I. Let G be connected and pi,(x, y)s4 for any x, y E V(G). And assutne 
that for all x E V(G), D,(x) is partitioned into n-k cliques of size k, 
W,, * l -9 wn-kr such that any vertex of Wi ={xai,. . . 9 xki) is adjacent o exactly one 
uertex in Wi if i # j. Then G satisfies the condition of Theorent 1. 
Prwf. Fix x E V(G). Without loss of generality, q 1 - +. for all i = 1, . . . , k, and 
X1: -Xii forall i=2,..., n - k. It will be sticient to SINEW *xl2 - x13. If not, then 
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we may ZSSUIW x12- ~23 and xl3 - &2 for some m *2. Since d(x12, x1;) = 2, xl2 
and xl3 are in different cliques in D1(xJ, say C1 and C2, respectively. Since 
x is in at most one of Cl, C2, and ~23, x,,,& D&l), there is a new vertex z # x, ~23~ 
x4,2, xl1 such that z E D&2) r) -&(x13). It gives a contradiction. 0 
Rema& Exactly the same proof works if we switch k dnd 12 -I%. 
Now we assume the hypothesis of the theorem and we will prove it using the 
induction on k (for a fixed n). When k = 1, D1(x)=K~._, for all x E V(G) and 
G=xUD,(x)=K,,=G(n, 1). 
So in the remainder of this section, we shall assume that k 2 2 and tht theorem 
is true for k’< k. 
Let Y(G) denote the set of (n-k + I)-cliques of G. We define a graph I’(G) 
with vertex set Y;‘(G) and with vertices A and B adjacent if and only if 
IAn+1. 
Remark. (1) If tz > 2k, then there is a unique such clique containing an edge and 
there are k such cliques containing a vertex. 
(2) If n = 2k, then there are exactly two such cliques containing an edge and 2k 
cliques containing a vertex. Moreover if C E ‘9(G) with x E C, y 6 C and x - y, then 
IC n Dll = 1 and IC n D21 = 2 where D1, D2 are the cliques containing x and y. 
Lemma 2. Let A E w(G), XC A. 7’hen x is adjacent o either no vertex or exactly two 
vertices in A. 
Proof. Suppose’ there is y EA such that x -y. Then consider D,(y), which 
contains x in a k-clique disjoint from A \{y}. By the hypothesis of the theorem, 
there is a unique z E A \{y} such that z - x. 0 
In the next two lemmas, we show that I’(G) s&Pies the hypothesis of Lemma 1 
with k’ =: k - 1. (We use “ ” for the terms in V(G).) 
Lemma 3. Fix CE%‘(G), and let C =(x0, x1,. . . , x,,+}.’ Then “DI(C)” can be 
partitioned into n-k + 1 “cliques” of size k - 1 such that any “vertex” of one 
“clique” is “adjacent” to exactly one “vertex” in another “clique”. 
PlWQf* LRt CBi ={Cilp l l l 3 Ci,k-1) be the set of “vertices” in I(G) which contain Xi 
and “adjacent” to C. Then “D*(C)“= U~Z$ Vi where Vi is a “clique” of size 
k - 1 in I’(G). We claim that any “vertex” of %i ={Crl, . . . , C&_-l} is “adjacent” to 
exactly one “vertex” in %j if i # j. It is enough to show that for a fixed CO1 E WO, 
there exists a unique i such that lCOl n CliI = 1. Let us consider 0*(x0). Then by 
Lemma 2, there is a unique y E CoI\{xO} such that x1 - y, and for this pair {x,, y), 
there exists a unique “vertex” in r(G) containing x1, y and intersecting Cc1 
exactly at y. This establishes our claim. Cl a 
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Lemma 4. Let K1, K2 E U(G) with K1 n K2 = 0. Then them are at most 4 “vertices” 
in r(G) which are “adjacent to both K1 and K2. 
proof, Suppose that there is L1 E%(G) such that L1 n K # 9 for i = 1,2. Let 
L1 n K1 = {x0} and L1 n K2 ={yO}. By Lemma 2, there are x1 E K1, yl E K2 such 
that x1 - yo, n, - yl. So there are at most one L2 and at most one L3 such that x1, 
you Lt, no, y1 E L3 and L2, L3 are “adjacent” to both K1 and K2. We claim 
x1 - y,. For suppose this is false. Then by Lemma 2, there is x2 E K1 such that 
x2 - y 1. Since x2 + y,, there is y, E K2 such that y, - x2. Again by Lemma 2, there 
is Z~E L1 such that z. # x0, y, and to- x2. Then we have x0, x1, zo, y,, y, E 
D&j 17 D1(yo), which is a contradiction. This establishes our claim. So there is at 
most one L4~ C&(G) which contains x1, y, and “adjacent” to both K1 and K2. 
Suppose there is Ls E%?(G) meeting K1 and K2 such that L5 n K, =(x4 and 
Ls n & = (~2) where x2 # x0, x1 and y2 # yo, yl. Since x, j. yO, y,, by Lemma 2, 
there is y3e K2 such that x2 - y,. Again by Lemma 2, there is zof Ll such that 
z& x2. Then x0, x1, zo, y2, y3 E &(x2) n D,(yo), which is a contradiction. This 
finishes the proof of the lemma. 0 
By Lemma 3 and Lemma 4, every connected component of I’(G) satisfies the 
hypothesis of Lemma 1, so the induction hypothesis of the theorem with k’= 
k - 1. This implies that every connected component of I’(G) is isomorphic to G(n, 
k - 1). If n >2k, then by the definition of I’(G), I’(G) is connected, so is 
isomorphic to G(n, k - 1). 
Proof of Theorem 1 for n > 2k, The proof of this case is exac,ly the same as T. 
Dowling’s proof [6, p. 2621. For K E V(G), we denote the (k - f)-set correspond- 
ing to K by C,_,(K). Then for a vertex u E V(G), we assign the k-set correspond- 
ing to u by 
G(U) =Ck-,(Ki) U Ck_1(K2) 
where K, n K2 = {u}. Claim it is well-defined. We may assume k 3 3. Let K3 E 
%(G 1 contain u. Suppose C,_ ,(K,) $ Ck (u). T%en we must have 
\ 
Ck-* = c, -,(K,mC,-,(K,)~ c,_,(K,r. 
Since there are n - k + 2 sets of size k - 1 containing Ck_2, but there are only 
k “vertices” in r(G) containing u and n - k + 2 > k, there exists K E %(G j such that 
C k_2C C&K) but u# K. Then K meets each of K1, K2, KS at three distinct 
vertices, which is a contradiction to Lemma 2, and proves the claim. Since there 
are exactly k sets of size k - 1 contained in C&A), we have C&K)c C&) if and 
only if u E K for any u E V(G), K E U(G). Then it is easy to see that (w, u) E E(G) 
if and or!iy if Ck(u) and Ck(t)) contains a common (k -- I)-set C&(K) where K is 
the unique clique containing u, v. Thus G = G(n, k). 0 
I+ n = 2 k, we need one more T’mrna. 
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Lemma 5. For n = 2k, tb nctmbet of connected components of I’(G) is at most 2. 
FNMD~. It is enough to show that, if A, B E q(G) with IA nBi= 2, then for any 
C E q(G) there is a “path” from C to at least one of A and B. Let A n B = {x, y} 
and z E C\(A U B). Let us consider a path from z to y, which gives a “‘path” 
{C=C&*,..., Cl} wi.th y E: Cl. We may assume (A f7 Cl1 = 2. Then consider 
D,(y) which contains A\{y} and C\(y) as two intersecting cliques. Since B\(y) 
and A\(y) also intersect in D,(y), B\(y) and C,\(y) must be disjoint. This implies 
B r) Cl = {y}, which finishes the lemma. 0 
Proof of ‘I%eorenm 1 for n =2k If I’(G) is not connected, then I’(G) has 2 
components each one of which is isomorphic to G(2k, k - 1). In each component, 
every edge is in exactly one element in I’(G),. So exactly the same argument works 
as for the case n > 2K. 
If I’(G) is connected, then r(G) = G(2k, k - 1). By counting {(e, C): e E E(G), 
C E Q(G), e E C}, IV(G)1 = i(y). We claim that G is doubly covered by G(2k, k). 
Let e = G(2k, k) and note that I’(6) has two components and each one of them 
is isomorphic to T’(G). We define a mapping 4: V(6) + V(G) where 4(5) = x if 
and only if x is in the “k-clique” of r(G) which is isomoxphic to the “k-clique” of 
one component of r(G) containing x’. First, it is clearly onto. Second, it is two to 
one since for each 2 E V(6), there is a unique x E V(G) corresponding to Z, but 
IV(G)1 = 4 1 V(6)l. Third, it sends edges to edges because, if (x, y) E E(G), then 
there are 2 “K-cliques” containing a “vertex”, the clique containing (x, y), in one of 
the components of I’(G). So G(2k, k) is a double covering of G, which finishes 
the proof of the theorem. 0 
In this section, we prove that G(2k + 1, k) is unique and as a corollary, wc 
settle a problem of N. Biggs [4, p. 801 by showing that for each k, no distance 
regular graph non-isomorphic to the odd graph Ok+l can have the same parame- 
ters as Ok+l. 
Lemma 6. For any x E V(G), no y E D&x) is adjacent to more than two vertices 
in &(x). 
Proof. Fix y E Dk&). Since P&k-1 = (k - 1)2, there exist ul, . . . , ~.4~~~_~)2 E 
Dl(x) f3 Dk-2(y). Also since Pk, = 1, (&(x) n DC(~)/ = 1 for all i = 1, . . . , (k - 1)2. 
Suppose there are z 1, z2, z3 E &(x) such that y - Zi for all i = 1,2,3. Then there 
are at most k - 2 vertices in I&(x) Iyhich is not adjacent to y. tie count 
Note that if z E Z&(x)61 D&j, then zf y, and if we first choose z E D&)\&(y), 
then I{u E Dk(z) fT Dl(x)}l s k, since x E I&(z) and (D&z)) = k + 1. So (k - l)* l 1 s 
(k - 2) . k, which is a contradiction. [3 
Lemma 7. Let x E V(G). 7’kn every y E D&x) is adjacent to exactly two wrtkes 
in Dk (x) art,d D&) is a (k + I)-clique. (So it is maximal.) 
P-f. By Lemma 6, there are at most 2. IDk.Jx)j =(k + l)k* edges between 
Dk_,(x) and DJx). But the number of edges leaving I&(x) is at least 4 l [n,- 
( nk -- I)] = (k + 1) k*, with equality if and only if I&(x) is a (k + I)-clique. So we 
finish the proof of the lemma. 0 
proof of Theorem 2. Let x be an arbitrary vertex of G and let &(x) = 
{ Wl ,***, vc+1 I* For every i, X E Dk(wi) and Dk(Wi)sKk+l by Lemma 7. This 
implies LJFZ; Q(wi)C,{~}u Dl(n). But since I&(Wi)CI Dk(wj)J = 1 and l&(x)1 = 
(k + lk 
'J &(Wi) = {x}U D,(X). 
i=l 
So we may partition D1 (x) into k + 1 disjoint cliques of size k, Cl, . . . , Ck+l where 
Ci U(x) = Dk(Wi)m We claim that each vertex of c is adjacent to exactly one 
vertex of C’j, if i # j. But for all y E G, d(y, Wj) = k - 1 if if j. Therefore 
(D,(y) n Dk(wj)( = 2 by Lemma 7. Since :: E D*(y)17 Dk(wj), there is exactly one 
vertex. in Cj which is adjacent o y. By Theorem 1 (and Lemma l), we finish the 
proof of the theorem. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3. Since G is a distance regular graph with diameter k, there 
corresponds an association scheme (X, { Ri}i =o,. . . , J with parameters of C&+1. AS 
we mentioned before, J(2k + 1, k) is the association scheme (X, {R~}r=o ,.... k) with 
Rzi = Rf for is UkJ and Rzi+l = RL_i for is [+kl. Since G is distance regular, 
c’ assumes all the parameters, in particular, 
n2 = k(k + l), n3 = (“,“,C>, n,=k+l, 
P:2= 1, P53= (k - 1)2 and P$,(x, y) s 4 for all x, y. 
So the theorem follows from Theorem 2 and the definition of Gk+l. 0 
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